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Outline
 Evolutionary Mission Trajectory Generator (EMTG)
 Finite-burn low-thrust (FBLT) transcription
 FBLT vs. multiple gravity-assist with low-thrust (MGALT) transcription
 FBLT match point constraint gradient calculation
 Continuous-thrust state transition matrix calculation
 Adaptive-step RK7(8)13M integrator
 FBLT match point time of flight gradient calculation
 Numerical Example
 Summary
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The Evolutionary Mission Trajectory 
Generator (EMTG)
 Automated interplanetary low-thrust mission design tool
 Capabilities:
- Global optimization of both the flyby sequence and the trajectory
- No initial guess required, global search capability provided by monotonic basin 
hopping (MBH) algorithm
- Works in multiple reference frames (interplanetary, moon tours, Earth orbit, etc)
- Integration with SPICE ephemerides
- Up-to-date models of launch vehicles, thrusters, power systems
- Easy to use graphical user interface
 The purpose of EMTG is to automate almost all of the work so that an analyst can 
investigate a wide range of mission options in very little human time
 Computer time is CHEAP. Analyst time is EXPENSIVE
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Finite-Burn Low-Thrust Transcription
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FBLT vs. MGALT
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MGALT and FBLT share identical decision and constraint vectors
 Control bounds, flyby model and TOF constraint gradients may be 
provided fully analytically
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FBLT as a Nonlinear Program: Constraints
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FBLT as a Nonlinear Program: Constraints
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 FBLT transcription results in a large, sparse NLP
 We want to calculate the gradient of each NLP constraint w.r.t. each NLP parameter 
(KKT first order necessary conditions) ĺ form the problem Jacobian
 SNOPT will do this with finite differencing…this is EXPENSIVE
 FBLT is already much slower than MGALT due to numerical integration vs. analytic 
Kepler, so it is even more important to supply user-defined derivatives
 The most challenging are the match point continuity constraints: state transition 
matrices
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 Traditional six-by-six STM is augmented to include mass and the 
current time step’s control parameters ݑ௫ǡ ݑ௬ and ݑ௭
Match point constraint vector sensitivities w.r.t. controls make up the 
majority of the dense entries in the Jacobian
 An STM chain is constructed beginning with the segment of interest and 
proceeding using “stripped” STMs to the match point
Match Point Constraint Gradient 
Calculation
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FBLT State Transition Matrix Calculation
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 Unlike the two-body problem (see Battin for example), analytic expressions for the 
perturbation STM entries don’t exist for true continuous thrust
 We can solve for them numerically 
 Differential equations for the STM entries are appended to the physics EOM’s and 
integrated alongside them
 We must calculate the state propagation matrix (A) at each integration time step
 A also referred to as the fundamental solution/set
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FBLT State Transition Matrix Calculation
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FBLT State Transition Matrix Calculation
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Calculation of the State Propagation Matrix
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Calculation of the State Propagation Matrix
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Launch Vehicle, Thruster, and Power 
Modeling
 Launch vehicles are modeled using a polynomial fit
݉ௗ௘௟௜௩௘௥௘ௗ ൌ  ൫ͳ െߪ௅௏൯ ቀ ௅݂௏ܥଷହ ൅݁௅௏ܥଷସ ൅݀௅௏ܥଷଷ ൅ܿ௅௏ܥଷଶ ൅ܾ௅௏ܥ͵ ൅ܽ௅௏ቁ
where ߪ௅௏ is launch vehicle margin and ܥଷ is hyperbolic excess velocity
 Thrusters are modeled using either a polynomial fit to published thrust and mass flow rate 
data
ሶ݉ ௠௔௫ ൌ  ݁ிܲସ ൅݀ிܲଷ ൅ܿிܲଶ ൅ܾிܲ ൅ܽி
௠ܶ௔௫ ൌ  ்݁ܲସ ൅்݀ܲଷ ൅்ܿܲଶ ൅்ܾܲ ൅்ܽ
or, when detailed performance data is unavailable
௠ܶ௔௫ ൌ
ʹߟܲ
ܫ௦௣݃଴  ሶ݉ ௠௔௫ ൌ
௠ܶ௔௫
ܫ௦௣݃଴
 Power is modeled by a standard polynomial model
଴ܲ
ݎଶ
ቌ ߛ଴ ൅
ߛଵݎ ൅
ߛଶ
ݎଶ
ͳ ൅ߛଷݎ ൅ߛସݎଶ
ቍ ͳ െ ߬ ௧
଴ܲ is the power at beginning of life at 1 AU, ߬ is the solar array degradation constant and ݐ is 
the time since launch in years
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EMTG’s Integrator: Adaptive RK7(8)13M
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 Two main components
- Adaptive step sizing algorithm
- 8th order embedded explicit Runge-Kutta step calculation method 
 Local truncation error between 7th and 8th order solutions is used to adaptively 
size the integration step
 Each FBLT 
segment ݄ே is 
broken into ߜ௜
sub-steps
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Adaptive Step Size Computation
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 After each sub-step, the local truncation error between the 7th and 8th order 
solutions is calculated (ο݁)
 If ο݁ ൐ οܶ then ܵ ൌ ͲǤͻͺ, the time step will be reduced and the sub-step is 
reintegrated
 else ܵ ൌ ͳǤͲͳ, and the time step length is increased, potentially saving 
computation time
 ݍ is the order of the relative error of the method, ݍ ൌ ͺ for RK7(8)13M
 The integration proceeds until integration across the full FBLT time step has 
been completed to within the user-specified error tolerance
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EMTG’s Integrator: Adaptive RK8(7)13M
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1. Calculate the gradient and step at the left hand side of the RK sub-step
2. At each of the 13 stages, calculate the state sample point and the 
gradient/step at that point…store the gradient information
3. At the right hand side of the sub-step, compute the 7th and 8th order solutions
4. Update time and adjust the step size
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Dormand-Prince RK7(8)13M Butcher 
Tableau
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8th order
7th order
Dormand-Prince RK7(8)13M Butcher 
Tableau
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Match Point Time of Flight Derivatives
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 If we had an analytic equations for propagating the trajectory, TOF derivatives 
would be fairly simple (to first order)
 Unfortunately, we have a numerical approximation, so computing TOF 
derivatives involves taking derivatives of the components of the integrator itself
 Derivatives of both the adaptive step routine as well as the RK step calculation 
must be accumulated as the integration is performed
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TOF Derivative Challenges
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 State gradient TOF derivatives for the spacecraft in turn require sensitivity of 3rd
body position to changes in TOF
 EMTG uses the SPICE kernels to calculate solar system body states
 Analytical derivatives are only possible if you can access SPICE internally
 SPICE uses Chebyshev polynomial interpolation for planetary positions
 Fortunately, for planets only, the velocity polynomial is the time derivative of the 
position polynomial (we have direct access to the position curve derivative)
 This is not true for planetary satellites, velocity curve is fit separately
- Another ephemeris reader (FIRE, Arora and Russell, 2008) would solve this
 EMTG’s power solar electric hardware models are TOF dependent
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TOF Derivative Challenges
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TOF Derivative Challenges
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Example: Solar Electric Earth to Jupiter
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Example: Solar Electric Earth to Jupiter
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Example: Solar Electric Earth to Jupiter
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Example: Solar Electric Earth to Jupiter
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 SNOPT was allowed to execute for 100 major iterations
 STM-based Jacobian run converged after 80 majors
 Finite differenced Jacobian run hit the 100 major iteration limit
 Both are equally effective at solving the problem from an MGALT initial 
guess
 Numerically computed STMs afford 13-15 times execution speed increase
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Example: Solar Electric Earth to Jupiter
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Next Steps
 Low-thrust preliminary design cadence has been drastically increased
 EMTG-General Mission Analysis Tool (GMAT) work flow has been 
improved
 Although GMAT can converge from an MGALT or FBLT initial guess, 
for complex problems sometimes even an FBLT cannot converge from 
MGALT
 For cases when MGALT is insufficient, it is crucial that initial guesses 
for GMAT be generated as fast as possible using FBLT
 Launch vehicle, power and thruster models are currently being 
integrated with GMAT
 It is recommended that the STM described in this presentation be 
incorporated into GMAT’s solvers as it can handle arbitrarily complex 
dynamics (i.e. SRP, gravitational harmonics could be added relatively 
easily)
 EMTG and GMAT native integrators are also quite similar 
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Conclusions
 The state transition matrix increases the efficiency of the finite-burn low-thrust 
transcription and allows for the tempo at which low-thrust preliminary design is 
performed to be increased, saving analysts’ time.
 It importantly includes accurate hardware models that can have a major influence 
on mission feasibility even at the preliminary design stage
 This work enables FBLT to be used in the framework of a global optimizer for 
many problems
 With EMTG’s performance increases serving as an example, the logical next step 
would be to repeat the same process inside the GMAT high-fidelity tool
 This work has extensions in other areas of interest:
- Spacecraft guidance (method of adjoints and the guidance matrix)
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Thank you!
EMTG is available open-source at: 
https://sourceforge.net/projects/emtg/
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